
 

  Open Call for New Members 

The independent and self-organizing art school 
FUKK is looking for new members to join us in May 

2015. 

FUKK’s activities are determined entirely by its members. This means that as a FUKK 
member you are not only a student but also a teacher, organizer and administrator of 
the school. You will join a diverse group of individuals who - like you – are inspired by 

the prospect of growing their skills, passions and energies in a creative community 
through vibrant discussion and experiments touching upon both the creative and the 

collective. 

There is lots to do!  

Once FUKK has accepted new members we will begin planning next year’s workshops, 
seminars, travels, publications and parties which will all lead up to our next big  group 

exhibition.   

This is a particularly exciting time to be a FUKK member, as we have just moved in to our 
new workspace in Nordhavn together with the larger community of artists and 

craftspeople of PB43. This means we have the opportunity to create exactly the kind of 
space we want for our school – we have started drawing up plans and soon we will start 

building our new home. We are excited! Are you? 

If so you should send us an application to call@fukk.dk before the 10th of April at 11:59 
PM!  

Please send us a ½ - 1 page about yourself  – you may take some of the following 
questions as guidance: 

-So we're flirting now ;-) What was it about FUKK that first caught your attention? 

-Describe 3 interesting facts about yourself 

-Describe a project (creative or otherwise) you participated in that was meaningful to you, 
and why? 

-If you were to create an exhibition, run a seminar, or organise another type of event, 
what would it be about? 

-If you were to learn one thing, what would it be? 

-If you were to teach one thing, what would it be? 

You may also add a CV and examples of your solo works or projects you have worked 
on together with others.

For more info about us: www.fukk.dk

http://www.fukk.dk/about/
mailto:call@fukk.dk

